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Select-Service Bullishness, Open Debt Markets Highlight Lodging Conference

■

After 15 meetings with private hotel companies at the annual Lodging
Conference in Phoenix, we remain long-term bulls on the hotel industry but
acknowledge the likelihood of near-term bumpiness through 1Q13. Though
the tone of our meetings was significantly more positive than those we held a year
ago, each of the participants highlighted common themes that suggest investors
should maintain a cautious approach for now. Even as concerns over the
European debt crisis fade slightly, the overwhelming growth rates in national debt
have made hotel leaders philosophically worried about the ultimate consequences
on private industry. With that said, RevPAR growth expectations for next year
appear to have a floor of 5% and large lenders remain conservative in their
underwriting, which should keep new supply growth in check for the next several
years and expand the longevity of the cycle, in our view.

■

Group bookings remain short-term oriented. The cautiousness of business
leaders nationwide appears to manifest itself in the unwillingness of meeting
planners to book large group events over a year in advance. Group rooms
compression has not appeared to become an issue yet (though the number of
meetings are up, the size of the meetings are down), and questions linger as to
whether we are now headed into a structural shift whereby group books of
business cease to exist at the same levels of prior years. Until that happens, a cap
will be on ADR growth, in our view.

■

Select-service all the rage. Though there remains dispute as to whether
select-service portfolios trading at 7.0% cap rates are "frothy," most industry
participants agreed that we are in the midst of a secular consumer shift towards the
product. Portfolio deals can fetch as much as a 150 bps premium above one-off
select-service transactions, suggesting the valuation of select-service portfolios for
REITs such as INN and HT could actually be understated.

■

Private equity remains yield-focused. With cash-rich private equity funds looking
to fill 10%-12% unleveraged IRR targets and unable to compete for assets in
gateway markets, secondary market acquisitions have become an "epic" buy. The
debt markets are wide open for strong sponsors with a track record; common
financing terms we heard were ~65% LTV for five-year paper at sub-5% yields.
The takeaways for public REITs: non-core asset sales should continue finding
willing buyers at decent cap rates.

■

No signs of new construction pickup (yet). Though available financing for
existing properties with compelling "stories" or stabilized cash flows is attractive, a
widespread uptick in developing financing for new construction remains absent.
Adaptive re-use projects with historic tax credits or EB-5 financing are examples of
some creative tactics developers are finding around the lack of traditional financing.
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Transaction Environment Tidbits
■

Attractive markets with tailwinds for cap rate compression include San Francisco, Miami (South
Beach as well as Downtown), West Los Angeles, Manhattan, Philadelphia and Boston.

■

Lukewarm markets where brokers and private equity investors are spending longer to debate
include Downtown Los Angeles and San Diego. The recently approved funding for a football stadium
in Downtown Los Angeles has enhanced investor interest in the area, but the sentiment we glean is
that the sustainability of demand and outlook for ADR growth remains questionable given the youth of
the revitalization initiative in the area. In San Diego, airlift from core East Coast markets is a concern
despite a near-perfect convention market with an excellent convention center, large and small hotels
very nearby, and year-round 70-degree weather.

■

REITs have been active bidders for select-service assets in top-tier markets ; the Courtyard
Miami that Hersha purchased also had bidding interest from at least three other REITs.

■

Private equity investors are increasingly looking for select-service assets in secondary markets
where financing (~65% LTV, <5% cost for five-year paper) is attractive and yields (8.5%-10.0%
going-in cap rates) are conducive to funds meeting their IRR requirements (we heard up to 20%
levered IRR and 10%-12% unlevered IRR as common hurdle rates). With private equity priced out of
the full-service, top-tier market play, we believe there remains significant runway for cap rate
maintenance (as low as ~7.5% cap rates, in some cases) or compression (in urban gateway
markets). However, deal size is a concern for PE groups, who generally want to put out large blocks
of equity matched with larger blocks of debt; this has led to significant premiums paid for portfolios of
assets. Some portfolios where the assets would trade individually in the 8.5%-10.0% cap rate range
have traded at 7.0%-8.5% caps.

- Public REITs

have also been seen at more bidding tables for assets outside of top markets than in
prior quarters, according to some private industry sources. Though the inherent investment
objective of a REIT trends towards acquiring "forever real estate," we believe some companies that
have not traditionally acquired assets solely within top-15 markets are reevaluating their investment
criteria in light of compressed cap rates in top markets and the availability of overlooked deals in
secondary markets.
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■

Private brands are focused on acquisition opportunities of sub-100 room boutique assets,
which are attracting minimal competition from REITs.

■

2013 RevPAR growth being underwritten at 3%-5% in most cases. Although most executives we
spoke to expect stronger RevPAR growth in the industry than what they underwrite in their due
diligence process of potential acquisitions, the conservative manner in which potential acquisitions
are being projected once against suggests this is a rational market nowhere near the "bubble"
mentality of the last upcycle.

■

Cap rate compression between select service assets in secondary markets versus primary markets
are now ~150 bps tighter today than they were two years ago. Though one contact said that the
"trade is gone" for secondary market select-service purchases (at least in bulk) and distressed sales
that sell at a discount, the carry trade thesis remains intact given the low-yield environment. One
private equity investor noted that the smallest deal size the firm would transact would be in the $100
million range (with a $30 million equity outlay) -- suggesting portfolio deals where brain damage is
minimized could sell at a premium (one contact mentioned as much as a ~150 bps premium for
portfolio deals relative to one-off deals).

■

Deep-turn repositioners continuing to push for opportunities, but window beginning to close.
Most industry participants believe the lodging cycle is in the fourth or fifth inning of the cycle and the
repositioning trade of buying a B- asset and turning it into a B+ asset remains popular in some circles,
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but the buying window for operationally challenged deals is starting to close. As buyers consider their
exit opportunity, they are becoming less inclined to hold for an extended period of time as the cycle
moves towards its latter stages and future fund liquidity needs are considered. This sets up for an
interesting dynamic as we evaluate future REIT purchases and whether those assets with perceived
deep-turn upside can be had for higher cap rates without the same private equity bidding pressure.

Financing Spigot Open, but Underwriting Conservative
■

Lender activity continues to be dominated by the large balance sheet-driven names (Wells
Fargo and Bank of America in particular). Terms are attractive -- in addition to the sub-5% coupon,
five-year term loans with up to 70% LTV, lenders are increasingly willing to underwrite new
originations in markets outside the top 25, though the bias towards gateway coastal markets is still
prevalent.

■

Other financing-related tidbits from the conference lead us to believe debt is rational and
conditions on the ground suggest we are far from reaching overly aggressive lending practices. For
instance:

- Construction debt remains recourse to the developer and difficult to obtain
- Lenders are underwriting at least 10% going-in debt yields, stabilizing to 13.5%
- Preference towards top-25, urban, upscale & above hotels with RevPAR penetration above 100
- Boutique hotels in top markets are an attractive segment (preferred over luxury hotels)
- Hotel interest rate premiums are at 150-200 bps above other real estate classes
- Balance sheet lenders are waiting for the CMBS market to recover before underwriting new
construction loans

- One large lender remarked that it does not underwrite NOI growth for new originations on stabilized
properties (the lender acknowledged that it could lose out on deals as a result but that the practice
keeps its risk premium down)

Group Business Trends Remain Sluggish
■

Rate growth still sluggish for group meetings -- "Cost containment" the operative word. We
met with a large group meeting procurement planner during the conference and learned that while the
number of group meetings are up and there has been some improvement in the bookings pace, we
remain far from peak conditions and it remains unclear as to whether meeting planners will ever book
events as far in advance as in the past. Bottom line, travel policies continue to tighten and pricing
power is constrained for every component of group event (rooms, F&B, ancillary equipment rentals).

■

On the positive side, consumption is growing faster than bookings (suggesting pricing power is
holding) and there have been no cancellation inquiries. The number of group meetings have also
grown, though bookings have been more geared towards the short-term variety, holding back
operators' ability to push rate more aggressively.
Las Vegas is getting much smarter about attracting group business, at the expense of the rest
of the country. As we feared, Las Vegas has geared up to capture group business, and the market
is succeeding at gaining share. Las Vegas' gains may be masking better group booking trends than
are perceived from analyzing public non-gaming hotel companies (with virtually no exposure to the
market) and STR data which excludes Las Vegas. There is a strong group recovery underway in Las
Vegas, as casino operators, the city and the CVB work together to attract groups to fill their ample
capacity and to allow for hotel-style yield management of remaining room inventory.
Flexibility of meeting planners forcing hotels to adapt, lock-in lower-rated business. One
interesting comment we heard from a group meeting planner is that "hotel revenue managers lose
their bonus for missing on rate, but lose their job for missing on occupancy." Meeting planners of
large corporations have been more willing than in prior years to be flexible with dates, venues, and

■

■
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locations of group events. With general business confidence lacking among large corporations who
would otherwise provide a base of business on the books, revenue managers at hotels have been
unwilling to push rate (for both short-term group and transient business) for fear of losing occupancy.

- Lower-rated association meeting planners taking advantage.

With hotel operators risk-averse,
meeting planners from lower-rated associations have been booking group slots up to eight years in
advance, a dynamic unique to this cycle and indicative of the lack of long duration group meeting
bookings that have been booked with preferred industries.

Robert W. Baird & Co.

■

Fallout from GSA hotel scandals have hurt. Government-mandated cutbacks on travel have
caused either outright cancellations of conventions or resulted in drastically scaled-down versions of
previously planned events. According to our source, some meeting planners of
government-sponsored events are waiting until after the election to make decisions once clarity on
the convention policy is achieved.

■

Industries that continue to spend on group meetings include technology, insurance, retail,
and pharma. We believe this bodes well for the hotel industry in San Francisco and Boston in
particular.
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